
GSM DESCRIPTION TO UNDERSTAND THE TECHNOLOGY

Learn about GSM and its history, functions and network architecture. Home Â· Networking Â· Telecom; GSM (Global
System for Mobile communication). Definition three digital wireless telephony technologies: TDMA, GSM and code-
division.

GSM digitizes and compresses data, then sends it down through a channel with two other streams of user data,
each in its own timeslot. The channel data rate for all 8 channels is  These are typically deployed when
significant call capacity is needed indoors, like in shopping centers or airports. Composition of the network
The GSM network has four separate parts that work together to function as a whole: the mobile device itself,
the base station subsystem BSS , the network switching subsystem NSS and the operation and support
subsystem OSS. Although their performance is nowhere near the level of those provided by 3G, they are
nevertheless still important and useful. Although the confidentiality of a call and secrecy of the GSM
subscriber is just ensured on the radio channel, this is a major step in achieving end-to- end security. The
system proposes two sub-systems. It has considered the user authentication using a pre-shared key and
challenge-response , and over-the-air encryption. Picocells are small cells whose coverage diameter is a few
dozen meters; they are mainly used indoors. It can be connected to a computer through serial, USB or
Bluetooth connection. If you are in Europe or Asia and using a mobile phone, then most probably you are
using GSM technology in your mobile phone. One service that has grown enormously is the short message
service. The mobile device connects to the network via hardware. Although technology has moved on
significantly since the introduction of GSM as a 2G technology, it is still in widespread use as phones are low
cost, and battery usage small enabling battery charge intervals to be often a week or more. GSM is the most
widely accepted standard in telecommunications and it is implemented globally. This element of the overall
network architecture introduced some new items and it fuelled the growth of the overall mobile phone
ecosystem. GSM digitizes and compresses data, then sends it down a channel with two other streams of user
data, each in its own time slot. This is known as the mobile switching centre MSC. SMS sending and receiving
is used for ubiquitous access of appliances and allowing breach control at home. Alternatively, the user can
change operators while retaining the handset simply by changing the SIM. Once text messaging became
established it soon took off as it provider a much cheaper way of sending messages than making a call. Often
termed the ME or mobile equipment, this is the item that the end user sees. GSM is a circuit-switched system
that divides each kHz channel into eight 25 kHz time-slots. Battery life was another important aspect, and
using GMSK meant that the RF transmitter amplifier deficiency could be high, allowing battery life times to
be in excess of several days, especially as battery technology improved. In addition to the voice services, GSM
cellular technology supports a variety of other data services. However, these telecommunications systems
were unable to scale with the adoption of more users. This card carried with it the users identity and other
information to allow the user to upgrade a phone very easily, while retaining the same identity on the network.
The BTS contains the equipment that communicates with the mobile phones, largely the radio transmitter
receivers and antennas, while the BSC, is the intelligence behind it. As a result many you people used it as
mobile phone usage had spread and the younger generation could manage costs much better by sending texts.
It is possible to hack past a phone locked by a network operator. It can be thought of as being similar to the
paging service but is far more comprehensive allowing bi-directional messaging, store and forward delivery,
and it also allows alphanumeric messages of a reasonable length. In addition to being efficient with bitrate s,
these codecs also made it easier to identify more important parts of the audio, allowing the air interface layer
to prioritize and better protect these parts of the signal. Micro cells are cells whose antenna height is under
average rooftop level; they are typically used in urban areas. There are a few cryptographic security algorithms
that GMS employs, including stream ciphers that encrypt plaintext digits. The BSC communicates with and
controls a group of base transceiver stations.


